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Good morning! Welcome to the start of a great weekend. 

Teletype machines, legend for many here, are frequently mentioned in Connecting 

recollections of news or work in Associated Press offices: jammed printers, endlessly 

clanging bells heralding BULLETINS, URGENTS and even the rare FLASH on major 

breaking stories, hot printer rooms. For those missing the staccato of metal keys 

banging ribbon on white or canary paper relaying the latest news, Connecting editor 

Paul Stevens added a link above to the sound of the old staple of wire service 

delivery.  

 

As AP phased out the machines in the 1980s, many 

employees rescued one from the trash. The heavy, old, oily 

printers now sit in home offices, a living room or two, a 

basement fun room or, for some of us, in the garage. Former 

AP newsperson and researcher Mike Mokrzycki got two 

before they were to be unceremoniously retired to the trash 

bin at the AP bureau in Concord, N.H., in the late 1980s and 

has still has both. Mike, now a survey research consultant, 

recycled one of the printers for use in a new, modern, health-

conscious approach to spending hours working in front of a 

computer. He built a "standing desk," the foundation being 

an old stand for one of the teletype machines. 

He posted photos of his new work station on Facebook, 

explaining, "As I am a pretty data-driven guy, I will say that 

what first really stoked my interest in a standing desk was not, alas, the well-known 

fact that Donald Rumsfeld used one but a pretty recent study that found dramatic 

longevity benefits from standing vs sitting all day. And I don't mean statistically 

significant at like the 51 percent confidence level but more like people who stand at 

work have 30 or 40 percent less chance of dropping dead in the next 10 years than do 

people who sit on their asses." 

His first experience has been positive: "At one point I realized I had been standing for 

three hours straight and felt no pain. Obviously it is easier to take little walks 

(upstairs, whatever) when starting from the standing position, which does not hurt... 

In short I can easily see this as a piece of a lifestyle change." 

 

Do you have an old wire printer? Where do you keep it? What do you do with it? Tell 

Connecting at stevenspl@live.com Include a photo. 

AP briefs 

Get face time with AP editors in Chicago 

The Associated Press Media Editors and the American Society for News Editors are 

holding their first joint conference starting Monday in Chicago. AP is inviting 

attendees to schedule meetings with its top editors. An item on the AP site includes 

an e-mail address -- meetus@ap.org -- that ASNE and APME members can use to 

request time. 
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Popular South African breakfast show deploys AP ENPS 

The growing South African breakfast show, Dagbreek, is now using the AP ENPS news 

production system.  

We're not going there: Tom Kent on recent "great saves"  

How AP journalists avoided recent news hoaxes, inaccuracies: supposed 

disappearance of Raul Castro's daughter in a plane crash; purported departure of 

"Glee" star; dead child "wakes up" at funeral; July 17 reports of Israel-Hamas cease 

fire. 

Mailbag 

Earlier this week Connecting reported the departure of Jim Reindl from AP after a 

career as bureau chief, director of major accounts and business development, to 

begin a stint with the Peace Corps. George Garties, bureau chief for Illinois, Indiana 

and Wisconsin, shared photos of a gathering the Chicago staff had for Jim at an Irish 

bar near the bureau.  

 

Jim opening his last blue P&C 

envelope from AP, addressed 

to "Mr. Reindl, Chicago." 
 

 

 

 

Welcome 

 

 

Dudley, Connecting's official greeter, welcomes: 

John Epperson 

Retired newsphoto editor, Chicago 

Stories of interest 
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Deeper look at New York Times' skepticism on Obama's ISIS war plan 

 

President Barack Obama, the fourth U.S. president in a row to drop bombs in Iraq, 

vowed Wednesday to destroy Islamic State militants there and in Syria, a country 

mired in a three-years-long civil war. Under Obama's new strategy, the U.S. would 

strengthen the Syrian opposition, currently fighting both President Bashar Assad's 

forces and the Islamic State, while also working with an international coalition 

against the militants. Obama stressed the urgency of fighting the Islamic State, or 

ISIS, by noting 16 times that the extremist group presents a "threat" to U.S. or 

regional allies. In scanning the New York Times front page in the two days since, a 

counter-narrative can be found: The U.S. doesn't need to act immediately to confront 

the Islamic State, and both America's Middle East allies and the Syrian opposition 

appear unwilling or unprepared to fight the militants on the ground. 

 

 

Retired Air Force general: air strikes are just like casual sex (shared by Bob 

Daugherty) 

 

A retired military officer discussing President Barack Obama's proposed campaign 

against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) went for an odd metaphor, comparing 

air strikes to casual sex. Michael Hayden, a retired Air Force general who was also 

the director of both the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the National Security 

Agency (NSA), told US News & World Report that the two activities were more similar 

than one might think. 

 

CNN defends frequent use of McCain as guest 

 

It's a well-known fact in Washington that it's rare to watch television for a whole day 

and not see Sen. John McCain's face. But CNN Washington Bureau Chief Sam Feist 

defended using McCain so often, telling the Washington Post's Erik Wemple that 

McCain is "a strong and important voice in American politics and a relevant voice in 

American politics." 
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Pics or it didn't happen: consumers increasingly judge news by the visuals 

accompanying it (shared by Latrice Davis via Facebook) 

 

Almost every major news story right now hints at an unresolved ethical crisis: What 

should we do about all these cameras? What should we do when the pictures wind 

up online? 

Sotomayor: Americans should be alarmed at loss of privacy by spread of drones 

 

Americans should be more concerned about their privacy being invaded by the 

spread of drones, Justice Sonia Sotomayor told an Oklahoma City audience on 

Thursday. Speaking before a group of faculty members and students at Oklahoma 

City University's law school, Sotomayor said "frightening" changes in surveillance 

technology should encourage citizens to take a more active role in the privacy 

debate. She said she's particularly troubled by the potential for commercial and 

government drones to compromise personal privacy. 

Denver Post, other Digital First Media newspapers, officially on the market (Davis) 

 

Digital First Media, the operator of The Denver Post and 13 other newspapers in 

Colorado, on Friday said it will "evaluate and consider strategic alternatives" that 

could lead to the sale of some or all of the company. Investment adviser UBS 

Securities has been hired to review alternatives - including selling the entire 

company, selling regional clusters or doing nothing, CEO John Paton said. 

Digital First Media's York Daily Record shuts off power mid-afternoon to save money 

(Daugherty) 

 

Digital First Media CEO John Paton told his employees this morning that "after a 

rocky five years, the newspaper industry is firmly back on its feet again." It is? Then 

why did Paton's York, Pa., Daily Record shut off power during work hours on 

Wednesday to save money?  

Bayou brawl: Newhouse's NOLA group challenges Advocate's circulation numbers 

 

NOLA Media Group, which encompasses The Times-Picayune newspaper and 

NOLA.com website, asked Kenner city officials on Thursday to reconsider a contract 

making The New Orleans Advocate the city's official journal. NOLA Media Group's 

executive vice president, David Francis, said Advocate representatives "inflated" that 

newspaper's paid circulation. 

Gannett's Indianapolis Star puts a reporter on the "beer, wine and coffee" beat 

 

There are many congratulations for Amy Haneline in the replies to her tweet 

announcing her appointment, but there's at least one raised eyebrow, too: "So 
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IndyStar cuts back education coverage and adds a reporter to the beer, wine and 

coffee beat? Congrats!" 

Foreign journalists in China see decline in reporting conditions 

 

Conditions for foreign journalists working in China have gone from bad to worse over 

the past year, with the Chinese authorities increasingly seeking to influence coverage 

by intimidating reporters and their interview subjects, barring journalists from large 

portions of the country or by withholding visas and blocking the websites of overseas 

news outlets, according to a report issued on Friday by the Foreign Correspondents' 

Club of China. 

 

Who'll explain this? There are now 52 explanations for the "pause" in global warming 

 

It's been a busy year for climate scientists, who have been trying to explain why there 

has been no global warming for nearly two decades. 

Wearables could make the "glance" a new subatomic unit of news 

 

"Glance" is the name of the feature of the Apple 

Watch that let Watch-wearers skim through a series 

of not-quite-notifications. Maybe they are 

notifications, but only as a subset of a new class of 

ultra-brief news. 

 

Where are women in leadership in news organizations? 

 

At a time when women head fewer major U.S. newspapers than they did 10 years 

ago, there is a place where women run not only some of the nation's leading papers 

but the major public TV station and private TV and radio stations, too. In fact, some 

media leaders and members of the public even feel journalism here needs more men. 

-also- 

Ensuring women have a seat at the leadership table 

 

Former Chicago Tribune editor, and Nieman Foundation curator, Ann Marie Lipinski, 

writes about how the presence of women in leadership positions has, in many cases, 

declined. 

Women in sports media gain ground, but it's an uphill climb 

 

Women have been emerging in the sports world for some time now, but it is only 

now that we are seeing more women in the locker rooms. In a 2012 study from the 
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Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport, 88.3 percent of sports reporters were men.  

The number of female sports reporters is steadily growing each year, but many still 

find the "old boys club" tough to break into. 

Pulitzer Prize-winning editor makes family a priority, decides to return to Oklahoma 

(shared via Facebook by Bill Vogrin) 

 

In a poignant piece explaining his decision, Joe Hight writes: "I am third. 

Since reading the 1970 book by Chicago Bears star Gale Sayers as a 

teenager, I had sometimes wondered about the concept and its impact 

on my own life. The basic philosophy is: God is first. Family and friends 

are second. And I am third." 

 

 

 

Illinois news anchor makes stunning announcement during local newscast 

 

WICA-TV's Dave Benton, 51, delivered a personal message to viewers, telling them 

that doctors recently detected he has a brain tumor too large to operate on and he 

has only months to live. 

 

Networks say they're cutting back on Rice video 

 

At least six television networks told AP Thursday they plan to stop or minimize airings 

of video showing Baltimore Ravens running back Ray Rice striking his then-fiancee 

and knocking her unconscious, footage that has called into question how the NFL 

disciplines players involved in domestic violence. 

 

 

Coffee and journalism; we do love (require?) our joe (shared by Scott Charton) 
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A new study from the UK firm Pressat finds that journalists consume more coffee 

than those in any other profession. "It seems that drinking coffee is a necessity on 

the job in a wide variety of professions," the survey reads. "The highest consumers, 

sinking over four cups daily, were those with stressful careers: journalists consumed 

the most, followed closely by police officers and teachers." 

 

Last Word 

Say what, Matt? 

 

Drudgereport headline linking to poll finding 

women increasingly disapprove of President 

Obama. 
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